In this paper we propose a general model determination strategy based on Bayesian methods for the nonlinear mixed e ects models. Adopting an exploratory data analysis viewpoint we develop diagnostic tools based on conditional predictive ordinates which conveniently tie in with Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) tting of models. Sampling based methods are used to carry out these diagnostics. Two examples are presented to illustrate the e ectiveness of these criteria. The rst one is the famous Langmuir equation, commonly used in pharmacokinetic models wheras the second model is used in growth curve model for longitudinal data problem.
Introduction
The problem of model determination can be thought of as consisting of two components, model assessment or checking and model choice or selection. Since in practice, apart from rare situations, a model speci cation is never \correct" we must ask (i) Is a given model adequate? (ii) Within a collection of models under consideration, which is the most appropriate? Classical approaches to model choice are unsatisfying. Standard Neyman-Pearson theory provides an \optimal" test through the likelihood ratio for the comparison of two distinct completely speci ed models. More generally likelihood ratio tests enable choice between models only in the nested case where there is an unambiguous null hypothesis. Model selection is based on an asymptotic chi-square test which often performs poorly for small sample sizes. Also, in most cases, classical theory does not apply to any comparison of nonnested models.
Even when the likelihood ratio test is applicable and the usual asymptotics are valid, the test is inconsistent. As sample size tends to in nity, the probability that the full model will be selected, given the reduced model is true, does not approach zero (Gelfand and Dey, 1994) . The likelihood ratio gives too much weight to the higher dimensional model, suggesting the need to impose a reduction or penalty on the likelihood for dimension. There is by now a considerable literature on penalized likelihood. See Akaike (1973) , Schwarz (1978) , Hannan and Quinn (1979) , and Shibata (1980) for discussion on various choices of penalty funtions. Nonetheless, no resolution emerges. A general penalty function would depend upon both dimension p and sample size n and would be increasing and unbounded in both. Penalty functions which do not depend upon n will not eliminate inconsistency. Hence, whichever penalty function is selected, one of these problems will persist. Whether inconsistency is of practical concern usually depends upon the particular context, but, in any event, penalized likelihood reduces model performance to a single number. In many situations, however, one is interested in model performance at individual data points as well.
The formal Bayesian method of model selection dates back to Je reys (1961) , where he introduced the notion of the Bayes factor. The Bayes factor for two competing models M 1 and M 2 when prior probabilities of selecting them are equal, is de ned as BF 12 = f(y obs jM 1 ) f(y obs jM 2 )
(1:1)
where f(y obs jM i ) denotes the marginal density under M i , i=1,2. The quantity BF 12 provides the relative weight of evidence for model M 1 compared to model M 2 .
The Bayes factors are also used in hypothesis testing problems which are special cases of model selection (Judge et.al. p123 ). The Bayes factor arises formally as the ratio of the posterior odds for M 1 vs M 2 to the prior odds for M 1 vs M 2 . Hence model selection requires no more than the Bayes factor (Kass and Raftery, 1995) . However, there is a problem of interpretation and calibration of Bayes factor under noninformative prior speci cation. Consequently, several authors have proposed alternative formulations in this context, including the pseudo Bayes factor of Geisser and Eddy (1979) , the posterior Bayes factor of Aitkin (1991) , the intrinsic Bayes factor of Berger and Pericchi (1996) , and the fractional Bayes factor of O'Hagan (1994).
In this paper we will be working with a noninformative prior speci cation and, hence, will be considering the pseudo Bayes factor approach which is based on a cross validated predictive density. By considering a noninformative prior one allows the data to drive the inference. We will adopt a sampling based approach known as the Gibbs samplers (Gelfand and Smith, 1990 ) for computing several features of the predictive distributions under several models. Instead of reporting a single summary measure for model determination, our approach is based on Bayesian EDA (Exploratory Data Analysis).
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we outline predictive distribution approach and Monte Carlo estimates of conditional predictive ordinates (CPO). In section 3, we will list several important model diagnostics including some graphical methods for model checking and selection. In section 4, we describe random and mixed e ects models for repeated measures data. In section 5, we will illustrate model determination process via two examples. The rst example is to consider a nonlinear model with application to tting Langmuir equation which is used in modeling pharmacokinetic research. The second example is a model selection problem of nonlinear mixed e ects models for repeated measures data. Finally, in section 6, we give some concluding remarks.
Predictive Distributions
Let f(Yj ; X) be the joint density of data given where Y is the n 1 data vector, X n k i denotes the matrix of explanatory variables, and ( ) is the prior density of , whence f(Yj ; X) ( ) is the model speci cation. Now the predictive density in the usual sense is de ned as is.
Besag (1974) showed that f(Y) is equivalent to the set f f(Y r jY (r) ): r = 1; 2; ::::n g, in the sense that each uniquely determines the other. Hence, in terms of model assessment, examining the observed y with respect to f(y) is the same as with respect to the set of f(y r jy (r) ). Also the latter is univariate and does not use y r to determine the predictive distribution of Y r .
The predictive distribution f(Y r jy (r) ) is to be checked against y r , for r = 1; 2; ::::n in the sense that, if the model holds, y r may be viewed as a random observation from f(Y r jy (r) ). To do this, we consider g(Y r ; y r ), called a checking function by Box (1980) The quantity (2.3) is usually called the conditional predictive ordinate (CPO) which was rst proposed by Geisser (1980) and recently used in Gelfand, Dey and Chang (1992).
Given the checking function g(Y r ; y r ), we want to nd In general, it is impossible to nd an analytical expression for d r , since it involves a multidimensional integral. To circumvent this problem we use Monte Carlo integration. Rather than developing an importance sampling distribution h( ) for each ( s jy (r) ) it would be more e cient to nd a simple choice which could be sampled and then use it for all r. The forms of v rs suggest h( ) / ( ) and thus the joint posterior distribution ( jY) would be a natural choice. Using the Gibbs sampler we can generate observations from the joint posterior ( jy) and the output s can be used directly as input to carry out computations needed for studying model adequacy and model choice.
To obtain the estimate of the predictive density itself observe that
Then an immediate Monte Carlo intergration of (2. If the fY r ; r = 1; : : : ; ng are conditionally independent given , f(y r jY (r);obs ; s ) simpli es to f(y r j s ). We will refer (2.5) as estimated CPO. It can be shown that this estimate is simulation consistent.
Now, for the purpose of model checking, the presence of many small CPO's criticizes the model. For model selection, consider two competing models M 1 and M 2 . The r th observation favors the model M i under which the corresponding CPO has a larger value. The quantity
can serves as a criterion to make model selection. PsBF 12 in (2.6) is called the pseudo Bayes factor for M 1 with respect to M 2 , and was rst used by Geisser and Eddy (1979).
3 Tools for Model Determination
The Predictive Interval
To assess model adequacy, one can use the sample from predictive distributions to formulate the 100 (1 ? )% predictive intervals and then count the number of observations actually fall within these intervals. If too many observations are in the predictive interval with large , say 0.5, then predictive distribution may be overdispersed. Conversely, if too few observations are in the interval with small , 0.05 for instance, then predictive distribution may be underdispersed. We suspect that the model is adequate in either case.
CPO Plot
In comparing two competitive models, we examine the CPO's (d r 's) under two models. The observation with larger CPO value under one model will support that model and criticize the other. Therefore, a plot of CPO's under both models against observation number should reveal that the better model should have the majority of its CPO's above those of the worse one. In comparing several competitive models, the CPO values under all models can be plotted against observation number in one graph.
Deviance Plot
If we have the sample from the predictive distribution f(Y r jY (r) ), we would be able to construct the deviance measure jy r ? r j or jy r ?m r j and spread measures V r = var(Y r jy (r) ) or I r = IQR(Y r jy (r) ), where r and m r represent the mean and median, V r and I r represent the variance and the inter quantile range of predictive distribution f(Y r jY (r) ) respectively. The standard EDA methods suggest a better model should have both small deviance and spread. So the plot of deviance measure vs. spread measure should reveal that a better model has its points cloud closer to the origin than the worse one. In comparing several models, the deviance plot of all models can be plotted on one graph. Here a deviance plot can be either a plot of jy r ? r j vs. V r or a plot of jy r ? m r j vs. I r .
l r Plot
In comparing two models M 1 and M 2 , Pettit and Young (1990) proposed a quantity k r = log 10 B 12 ?
log 10 B r 12 to measure the e ect on the Bayes factor of observation r, where B r 12 is the Bayes factor excluding the observation r. The analog of k r in the context of using CPO's to compare model M 1 vs model M 2 would be the di erence of pseudo Bayes factors in logarithm. In the same spirit, we de ne quantity l r = log 10 PsBF 12 ? log 10 PsBF r 12 . Now it can be easily seen that l r = log 10 d 1 r ? log 10 d 2 r using the de nition of pseudo Bayes factor. Here d i r refers to the CPO of r th observation of model M i ; i = 1; 2. Hence a negative l r indicates the lack of support to model M 1 from observation r and a positive l r suggests that r th observation is in favor of M 1 and against M 2 . Thus a plot of l r against observation number can be used as a model selection criterion. If we observe more with positive l r 's, we expect that M 1 is more favorable than M 2 , otherwise the M 2 is more favorable.
The Nonlinear Mixed E ects Models for Repeated Measures Data
The mixed models for repeated measures data have attracted numerous research work in recent years. By \repeated measures data" we mean data which constitute serial observations on the same unit. A common type of repeated measures data is longitudinal data where observations are ordered by time or position in space. Longitudinal study is an important investigational tool in medicine, epidemiology, and social sciences. The distinguishing characteristic of longitudinal studies is that each subject is observed at several di erent times or under di erent experimental conditions. Such multiple observations on the same subject generally produce correlated outcome. If the research goal is to relate an outcome to other variables, regression method is attractive. However, traditional regression methods assume that all outcomes are independent which is not true for longitudinal data. A common type of model to t longitudinal data is linear mixed e ects model (e.g., Laird and Ware, 1982 where > 0 is the so called Langmuir constant and > 0 is the maximum adsorption capacity of the solid phase. We denote this as model M 1 . The Table ? ? shows the adsorption isotherm of poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) onto a Si oxide as described by Schulthess and Dey (1994) .
By examining the plot of y vs. x in Figure ? ?, we see that the data could be well tted also by model y = + log(x) which is denoted as M 2 . Hence, we consider model M 2 as a competing model with M 1 . Notice that parameters and in this competing model have di erent interpretations from those in model M 1 . Both models M 1 and M 2 tted the data pretty well using traditional model tting technique, i.e., the least square method. The correlation coe cient for the two models are 0.9884, 0.9958, respectively. This shows that the classical approach does not provide a clear cut answer for the choices between two models. Now, using Bayesian model tting technique, we reparametrize model parameters in M 1 by letting = e and = e . We then employ noninformative priors on model parameters , Table ? ? give the 50% and 95% predictive intervals for each model. Both models seem to be tted adequately. Table ?? provides the inference summaries for all parameters of each model. The log 10 (Pseudo-Bayes factor) for comparing two models is -7.50331 which indicates the strong support of model M 2 . All other criterion support the same conclusion.
Nonlinear Mixed E ect Models
Draper and Smith (1981, p. 524) presents a data set which records the trunk circumference(in millimeters) of ve orange trees over the time in days. The response variable has been recorded seven times for each tree. The original data set is presented in Table ? ?. Lindstrom and Bates (1990) analyzed the data for obtaining the maximum likelihood (or restricted maximum likelihood) using the mixed logistic growth curve model. Here we propose several plausible models for the purpose of implementation of model determination and comparison. The proposed models are: Specifying the prior distribution for mixed e ect model is rather a complicated matter. In order to get a proper posterior distribution, certain necessary and su cient conditions on ( 2 ) have to be satis ed (see Hobert and Casella , 1993 and Sahu and for discussion). The easiest way to get around this problem is to specify a proper prior distribution on 2 . We will let the prior distribution for model parameter in all proposed models to be noninformative prior ( ) = 1 , and ( is simply the vector of ( 1 ; 2 ) or 1 alone.
Our rst goal here would be to obtain the estimated CPO's for each observation under all competing models. For doing such, it will be su cient if we could obtain the sample from the posterior distributions of model parameters in terms of (2. Sampling from (5.2), (5.5), (5.6) and (5.7) can be done through standard sampling procedure, while sampling from (5.3) and (5.4) needs the Metropolis algorithm within Gibbs sampler. To perform the Gibbs sampling, we started twenty parallel chains with starting points being around the neighborhood of MLE's of model parameter. Within each chain, the Gibbs sampler was run for 800 iterations. The last 400 iterations of each chain was stored for the purpose of monitoring the convergence. Gibbs sampler converged with satis ed scale reduction factors (see Table ? ? for detail) after 400 iterations. To obtain independent samples, we took the sample at each 10th increment starting from iteration 400. That is, samples of 410th; 420th: : : : ; 800th iterations from each chain were taken as nal output. Thus we obtained 800 samples in total. The sample was used as input of (2.5) to estimate the CPO. The estimated CPO's then are used to calculate the estimation of pseudo Bayes factors. These results are presented in tables ?? and ?? respectively. Also, in Table ? ?, we summarize the number of observations fall within the 50% and 95% predictive intervals respectively.
After sampling from posterior distribution, the sample was adjusted to ( jy (r) ) using sampling and resampling scheme with weights 1=f(y r j s ). Figure ? ? provides a deviance plot.
All indicate that the mixed logistic growth curve model, M 1 , is the best model. By looking at the predictive intervals table, Model 2 seems to be over tted and model 3 under tted. Model 4 which ignores the random e ect also adequately tted data and is comparable to model 1. Model 2 is worst choice by all criteria.
Concluding Remarks
In this paper we considered the problem of model selection for the nonlinear models and the mixed e ects models within the general context of Bayesian inference. Our procedure permits us to appraise the statistical model performance using Bayesian EDA techniques. It is also important to realize that the using of this procedure need not to be con ned in any speci c class of models. Rather, it can be applied to a wide range model determination problems. Our purpose is to address how sampling-based methods can make Bayesian diagnostics for model checking and Bayesian criteria for model selection systematically and routinely available for a very wide class of models.
Bayesian diagnostics are often similar to frequentist ones, but they have the great advantage of being systematically available through the predictive distributions, even for complex models. This is in contrast with frequentist diagnostics, which have to be developed from scratch for each new class of models, often requiring considerable ingenuity and complexity. 
